RECOVERY FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTATION OF NEW REMOTE CONTROLS AND ELECTRONIC KEYS:
Follow the procedures below if you need to add a remote control or electronic key to the system:
1. Enable and disable the activation panel three times, at the third activation, leave it on.
2. Wait approx. 0.5 sec. between turning on and off the panel.
3. Upon the third activation (leaving the panel enabled), the LED will emit a series of flashing to notify
the input in programming mode.
4. Within 5 sec, press key A of the operating remote control; the alarm will emit five sound signals
combined to five flashing of the led, then the led will flash quickly to notify the waiting time required
to receive the new remote control.
5. Now press key A of the remote control to store; the system will confirm successful acquisition by
emitting a sound signal in acute tone, and interrupting simultaneously the flashing of the led.
6. To store a new electronic key, follow the procedure up to point 3 then lay the key on its housing;
the system will confirm successful acquisition by emitting a sound signal in acute tone and
interrupting simultaneously the flashing of the led.
7. At the end of the procedure, turn off the activation panel.
The system can store up to 5 remote controls and 5 electronic keys.
DELETION OF A REMOTE CONTROL OR ELECTRONIC KEY FROM THE SYSTEM: Should the user lose an
electronic key or remote control, and in order to prevent the use of the alarm's system by nonauthorised people, the control devices must be deleted following the indications below:
1. Enable and disable the activation panel three times, at the third activation, leave it on.
2. Wait approx. 0.5 sec. between turning on and off the panel.
3. Upon the third activation (leaving the panel enabled), the LED will emit a series of flashing to notify
the input in programming mode.
4. Within 5 sec, press key A of the operating remote control; the system will emit 5 sound signals and
5 flashing of the led to confirm the enabling of the acknowledging function.
5. Afterwards, press again key A for 5 times; the system will delete all remote controls other than the
one being used. 6. At the end of the procedure, turn off the activation panel.
STORAGE OF NEW DEVICES FOLLOWING THEIR TOTAL LOSS If the user loses the remote controls and
these must be programmed from scratch, all devices must be stored in the alarm’s hardware. To
perform this operation, remove the device from the vehicle and contact PIAGGIO’s assistance
network.

